FOR SALE

39 Cooke Road, Witta
Behind these private gates you will discover a spectacular
acreage retreat, hidden down a long and private tree
lined driveway which opens invitingly to reveal a
stunning vista of the huge spring fed dam, taking pride of
place as the perfect backdrop for this serene country
estate that simply has it all!
Making your way up to the residence, the commanding
position overlooking the grounds has been carefully
selected as the ideal position for this spacious master built
executive home. No detail has been overlooked and no
expense spared in regard to quality with a practical and
appealing
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Price: UNDER CONTRACT
View: remax.com.au/property-details/R2-2561924
Team Hinterland

RE/MAX Hinterland, Maleny

floor plan. From the grand entrance including cloak
room, this home boasts the perfect combination of size,
space and aspect for the astute buyer searching for
something truly special.

* Over 7 acres of beautiful, private country acreage with
an abundance of water
* Quality built 5 Bedroom plus Study, 3 Bathroom
executive home
* Elevated position overlooking the grounds and taking in
the North Easterly aspect
* Multiple living areas both inside and out plus media
room and TV Room
* The largest entertainment deck we have EVER seen,
with an idyllic country outlook
* Large open style galley kitchen featuring stone tops and
a large walk in pantry
* High ceilings and extremely generous light filled living
areas and rooms
* Private, peaceful and quiet area with picturesque
gardens and grounds
* Huge spring fed dam (approx 2.4 ML in capacity)
* Solar power, ample tank and dam water, and fully
fenced
* Huge 16.5m x 9.6m workshop garage in addition to the
9m x 6m shed

Do NOT miss this opportunity! Properties of this calibre
and size are a very rare find, especially when paired up
with such a sought after acreage size - Being such a rare
opportunity, Winterbrook is certain to find it's next
owner quickly, so contact the team at RE/MAX
Hinterland and organise your inspection
IMMEDIATELY!
Disclaimer:
* This property may or may not be marketed with a price
and therefore a price guide cannot always be provided.
The website may have filtered the property into a price
bracket for functionality purposes.
** Every precaution has been taken to establish the
accuracy of the material on this listing and all
information provided has been gathered from

http://www.remaxhinterland.com.au
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